
SACRED ART / SACRED SPACE  / other thoughts and questions  / revised November '12 
 
There were no changes in the presentation from last year, and I have not revised this handout 
much except to remove reference to changes from the previous year,.  
 
Questions I think most likely to generate discussion are marked with a bullet. 
 
NB:  we will return to the subject of religious imagery in the next presentation in February ("The 
Power of Imagery") and will touch on some of these same works again and others, as we consider 
the topic of iconoclasm, and how images can have both the power to inspire and the power to 
offend.   
  
INTRO: 
• See question 4 in the handout.  How can the materials of religious art encourage or impede a 
sense of spirituality?  Cite examples.  Is it an apparent contradiction to allow material objects to 
inspire or encourage spiritual reflection?     
  
PART I / GODDESS: 
• Respond to the opening line:  "In the beginning...there were goddesses." 
  
The only good goddess images in Sayre are the Venus of Willendorf (fig.555), the Nike of 
Samothrace (fig. 573) and the Aztec goddess of life and death, Coatlicue (fig. 633).  Still, these 
may be enough to generate discussion.  You could probably recall the Egyptian Rocket Goddess 
of Audrey Flack, and the earth, water and fire images by Ana Mendieta well enough to bring 
them into play.  Remaining in the 6th edition is one of Ana Mendieta's Silhuetas (fig. 18). The 
accompanying text refers only to the personal and political nature of the work, and with no 
reference to earth goddess imagery as clearly seen in other similar works by the artist).  Have 
students recall and describe others from the lecture if they made an impression. 
  
How may the Virgin Mary, as Queen of Heaven, and Mother of God, fulfill a role as goddess?   
  
Some cathedrals were evidently founded on sites previously dedicated to goddesses.  Supposedly 
Chartres itself was founded on a site where once a druidic virgin was worshipped. 
  
• Goddesses for the spiritually disenfranchised:  do any of your women students feel the lack of a 
"goddess heritage"?   Discuss.  How can the sacred become politicized?   If you want to continue 
the political train of thought, you might consider moving to question 7 of the lecture outline, and 
reflect on how religious imagery has been used by Gomez-Pena (p. 50 and 52-3). 
 
Or consider the never-ending disputes over holy ground in Jerusalem. 
  
Audrey Flack (sculptor of Egyptian Rocket Goddess) recently (well, November, 2000) completed 
a public sculpture of a mythological figure for the city of South Pasadena.  It's a figure of 
Galatea, in bronze, 8’ tall, incorporated into a garden fountain adjacent city hall.  Worth a visit.   
  
PART II /  IMAGING JESUS: 
• "When you imagine God, what do you see?"   You could open with that question, and go to 
what Sayre says about representing God. (see Sayre page 14).  Very significant stuff here, 
especially the Protestant notion that "The image of God is His Word."  (Again, this will be 
touched upon again in the "power" lecture come February.)   Recall also the second 
commandment in Exodus.   



  
And recall that in Islam an image of God would by its nature limit God (so they don't portray him 
figuratively (see Sayre p. 25); meanwhile images of Mohammed typically are faceless.).  The 
recent outrage over cartoon imagery of Mohammed clearly points to the problem of depicting the 
sacred.  (Again, while tempting to delve into now, this may be best dealt with in the February 
discussions on the’ Power of Imagery’).   
 
Caravaggio is a personal favorite of mine, with the drama he is able to render in his use of light 
and shadow (tenebrism).  Rembrandt’s works here show broader scenes that involve more 
elements of humanity at the time of the crucifixion and the resurrection.  Rembrandt also was 
inspired to portray the symbolic power of light, but in a slightly different way from Caravaggio; 
in Rembrandt the light seems more to emanate from within the subject.   
  
Which Jesus in the presentation seemed more "authentic" (if that is the right word)?  Have 
students recall those that seemed more true to their own sense of Jesus, or say which ones 
especially intrigued them, or surprised them, or troubled them, and say why.    
  
Of course Buddhism is varied in its evolution, as is Christianity.  And as one can find different 
ethnic features in images of Christ around the world, so images of the Buddha also reflect varied 
ethnicity throughout Asia (often not discerned by western eyes).   (Diversity is nothing new?) 
  
I include some photojournalism by Salgado to offer a different way of discovering the image of 
Jesus, in the faces of those who suffer, recalling the words of Jesus when he said “.as you did it to 
one the least of these… you did it to me.” (Matthew 25:40) 
  
 
PART III / ICONOGRAPHY: 
• See question 5 in the handout on comparisons of iconography, and see pp 32-33 in Sayre.  Note 
the mudra described there (fig. 38, and also later with fig. 585), as well as a portion of a Chartres 
window (fig. 37).  Also have them look at the Chartres window detail and see if they can identify 
what is going on in the bottom 6 panels (L-R bottom:  the annunciation to the Virgin, the 
visitation, and the nativity.   (How can these be identified?)   L-R center: the annunciation to the 
shepherds, the middle panel I presume depicts King Herod, and then the three kings bearing 
gifts).  Reflecting back on the matter/spirit dichotomy of the intro, note Sayre's inclusion of 
Suger's quotation (p.33): that the glass transforms "that which is material into that which is 
immaterial."  (Later still in Sayre, Suger is quoted again (p. 330, and yet again on p. 443) as 
justifying well-crafted works as means to inspire the minds "so that they may travel through the 
true lights, To the True Light where Christ is the true door.") 
 
• Probe the comparison of the ushnisha with the crown of thorns, or the wheel or lotus symbol in 
the palm versus the nail of the crucifixion.  Get your students to really think about the deeper 
significance of each as a visual symbol.   
  
More about the iconographic parallels?  I honestly don't know the precise origin of the use of the 
halo (or nimbus), but it is also prevalent in Greek, Roman, Hindu and Islamic art.   
 
Visual language:  a sign of the times?  Art history texts published within recent years provide 
glossaries for those unfamiliar with the visual language of the Christian church (or Buddhism for 
example).  Not long ago in western art history texts it was assumed everyone knew who was who, 
and what was what, in Christendom at least.   This is clearly no longer the case! 
  



•   See the Giotto (JYOH-toh) Madonna Enthroned, and recall the aspects of symmetry and 
hierarchy of form explained in the lecture.  Giotto is a pivotal figure in the history of western 
painting, in giving his figures weight and a physical presence, and ultimately an expression of 
genuine human emotion.   In the section on “Imaging Jesus” we see Giotto’s depiction of Christ 
as noble and dignified.  (btw, we’ll revisit Giotto’s frescoes in Padova in February, and yet again 
in the Art & Nature lecture).  
  
• Can anyone imagine a Madonna and Child in OUR contemporary dress and setting?   In south 
St. Pete?  in Los Angeles?  in New Orleans?   in a homeless shelter?    
  
PART IV / SACRED SPACES: 
• See question 1 of the handout:  what is (or isn't) sacred?   What makes a place sacred?     
  
• Pilgrimage:  what constitutes pilgrimage today?  trips to the mall?  going to favorite web sites? 
Disney World?   Las Vegas?  Black Friday?  (are we missing something?)  Has anyone in your 
group gone on a pilgrimage?   Have them talk about it. 
  
• Is there a place any of your students can call a "spiritual center"?   Discuss what this means. 
(Consider how Mecca is the focal point of Islam.)  The centers of medieval European life were 
the cathedral, town hall, and marketplace, but perhaps above all the cathedral.  What is the 
"center" of your hometown?  What is the center of St. Pete?   (Tropicana Field?   the beach?)     
  
Consider the labyrinth at Chartres.  This same labyrinth is being copied in a number of places. 
Labyrinths in general have made something of a "comeback" in the past 10-15 years in some 
churches in the U.S.;  a portable canvas version of the Chartres labyrinth was laid down in Fox 
Hall (Oct '99) for a CPS event.   If your students want to walk a replica of the Chartres labyrinth 
they can find one at Pass-a-Grille Community church (on 16th Ave.), on the south side of the 
church in the sidewalk.   Open to the public.   
  
I'm especially fascinated by the fact that Muslim pilgrims move in counter-clockwise fashion 
around the Kaaba (to be in harmony with the east/west movement of the earth on its axis, as well 
as the supposed east/west movement of the earth around the sun), while Buddhist pilgrims move 
in clockwise fashion around the Great Stupa (in harmony with the sun's path around the earth). 
  
The Gothic style was essentially "invented" by Abbott Suger of St. Denis in the 12th century. 
There is a good concise description of this in Sayre (p. 443).  This would figure very well in 
reflecting back on the first question about "material means and spiritual ends."   
  
Buddhists have relics, too.  And originally there were eight stupas in India, the Buddha's body 
divided into eight parts and distributed to each.  The stupa is thus essentially a burial mound.  See 
fig. 584, and read further here (p. 429) for some very interesting description of the stupa's origin 
and of the symbolic nature of the pilgrim's path.   
  
• Want to take your class to see some art?  You could make a pilgrimage to the chapel.  It's 
octagonal, like the Baptistery of Florence.  A central plan was favored by Renaissance architects 
for its beauty and cosmic significance (inspired by the Pantheon in Rome, figs. 466-467) but the 
clergy seemed to prefer the longitudinal space, because it was easier to preach within, ergo most 
churches are longitudinal.   And still on display in the chapel (2010) is a series of linoleum-cut 
prints by founding art faculty member Robert Hodgell, depicting the Passion of Christ; well worth 
a visit!   On pp 431-432 are some passages about early church design.  The church of San Vitale 
in Ravenna (6th century, fig. 587) is octagonal on the exterior, like our chapel.   



  
If the lecture could be longer I would surely include the Pantheon.   The sense of the sacred that is 
evoked by the massive dome with the open oculus is profound.  Not to be missed if you have 
occasion to go to Rome!  Sacred geometry.  In no way does a photograph of the Pantheon do the 
experience any justice.   
  
Fay Jones is not a woman.   
  
Discuss the role of music in the lecture.  How does music enhance experience (and also give 
meaning to space)?    
  
Recall other sacred spaces from previous lectures (Neolithic sites (e.g. Stonehenge), or Sun 
Tunnels (figs. 398-399).  (And recall Greek gods portrayed in human form, and the ideal human 
imbued with a "god-like perfection.") 
  
Sacred Geometry:  
• The claim that mathematics is the language of nature was made by Galileo (see Ellis/Hudson 
syllabus article "Science & the Ancient World" part "B:  Greek Science").   (Dudley DeGroot 
chided me once a few years ago about the opening of the finale "If mathematics is the language of 
Nature..."  (He said he'd like to tell me someday "about flux, and flow....")  My defense was that 
the statement began with "If..", and if you like, you could reflect on the question: If mathematics 
isn't the language of Nature, what is? or does nature necessarily have a "language" ....or what do 
we mean by such a thought, etc.    
  
• You could follow with questions pertaining to the medieval world-view, how an ordered cosmos 
governed by God could be so well reflected in the geometry of a cathedral.  etc.  AND of course 
in the same context you could revisit the theme of mathematics as introduced in the last lecture 
(Polykleitos and proportion / Sayre pp. 158-159, and Vitruvius / Leonardo (see fig. 181)).   


